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140g Vinyl LP, housed in a matte reverse-board sleeve with offset 
printing in an edition of 300. Vinyl mastered and cut by CGB at 
Dubplates and Mastering, Berlin. 

Includes a double-sided A3 risograph poster, with a text by artist 
and writer Dane Sutherland, entitled Crawling Through Tory Slime 
(Acid Pessimism Mix). Design by Gustavo Eandi and Benedict Drew. 

Digital version, mastered by Benny Ill, available early July. 

Distribution by Honest Jon’s, London. 

Wild soundscapes from Benedict Drew, an artist splitting his time between installation 
art and music that hums and spills over with vivid material encounters; sounds are 
slurpy, runny, fizzy, spongy, hard as rock. 

Following digital releases, a tape for patten’s Kaleidoscope label, a musical score to 
accompany his De Re Touch video art project commissioned by Transport for London’s 
Art on the Underground, and many active years in London’s experimental music scene 
through work with the London Musicians’ Collective, as a solo performer, and via live 
collaborations with artists including Rhodri Davies, Chris Watson and Sachiko M; 
Crawling Through Tory Slime is Drew’s debut long-playing record. 

Music on each of the record’s faces bleeds together continuously, recalling long 
improvisational sets, floor-sucking dub-wise, psychedelia, plunderphonics, and tight 
GRM-era electronic sound design pieced together with drum machines, cloudy 

synthesiser, bits n’ bobs. There’s a certain English charm, humour and taste for cheap 
science fiction and cobbled-together escape routes out of reality that follows a lineage 
set out by artists like Jeff Keen or Bruce Lacey, reset for the exciting horrors and 
delights of contemporary life. 

Benedict Drew’s solo exhibition The Trickle Down Syndrome runs from June to September 
at the Whitechapel Gallery, designed over the same period as the LP and "drawing on 
wide-ranging references, from the stage sets of classic Hollywood cinematographer 
Busby Berkeley to the Surrealist worlds of artist Max Ernst".
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